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Front cover: Flying in the Mala Fatra mountains, Slovakia 
(GPS: 49.190188, 19.019120). Frantisek Ruisl pilots an F3F 
Rotmilan Midi under outstanding conditions to close out the 
2015 flying season. A 15-20 m/s south wind was blowing 
during the whole day with a relatively comfortable 11C at a bit 
more than 1550m elevation.
Photo by Pavol Rebros
iPhone 6 Plus, ISO 32, 1/9900 sec., f2.2, 4.2mm (29mm)

Pre-flight ritual    18
Rene Wallage has ritualized his pre-flight checks. This 

of course has benefits, and Rene relates a personal 
experience to prove the point.

Tom's Tips 
A very simple spray paint rack   20

Tom finally, after three decades, got around to building 
a rack for all of his spray cans. It's easily modifiable for 

individual needs, and no plans are necessary.

Slope Soaring News, October 1988, V1N2    23
The second issue of Charlie Morey's classic magazine. 

  4 Laser Cut Ribs
Charlie Bair outlines the benefits of Laser cut ribs and 
provides a list of resources for those contemplating 
building Chuck Anderson's LilAn RES design.

  7 Futaba T18SZ
 a transmitter for gliders with 4 wing servos

Use this check-list for programming your Futaba T18SZ 
to control F3X machines. Provided by Marcus Hedlund, 
Team Sweden - F3J.

15 DLR HY4
This 4-passenger fuel cell aircraft from Deutsches 
Zentrum für Luft- und Raumfahrt seems like a good 
candidate for e-power scale buffs. 

Back cover: A Freestyler 3 awaits the first launch of the day at 
Capel, South Australia. Photo taken at 6:00AM by Ed Meester.
Samsung SM-N9005, ISO 50, 1/3000 sec., f2.2, 4.1mm (31mm)
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Putting together the last issue of the year always brings about a desire to 
review the previous eleven editions. This retrospection is of great value as it 
allows us to see the continuing evolution of RCSD over a specific period of 
time. We of course automatically see the magazine from the perspectives of 
editors and publishers. We also try to see the magazine from the perspective 
of the reader - subjects of interest and readability. The latter is difficult to 
evaluate because of the wide range of PDF-capable appliances now in use; 
desktop, laptop, tablet, 'phone... so any feedback on that score is welcome. 

Two things were brought to the forefront by our review this year. First was 
the increasing international flavor of RCSD. We received materials directly 
from readers in (alphabetical order) Australia, Brazil, Britain, France, Iceland, 
Italy, New Zealand, Nova Scotia, Portugal, Slovenia, South Africa, Sweden, 
Wales, and the United States. The second highlighted item was the wide 
range of topics which have appeared over the last year. These included 
event coverage and individual experiences, aircraft design and construction 
projects, tools and construction techniques, RC soaring philosophies and 
flying techniques, a full size sailplane walk-around, kit and equipment reviews, 
presentations of a number of new electrical and aerodynamic technologies, 
photographs, and a travelogue. Our sincere thanks go to everyone involved!

RCSD is a relatively straight forward presentation medium and stands 
in direct contrast to the labyrinths of the majority of on-line forums. (Al 
Clark's 1:3 scale Cherokee RM construction series is a case in point.) As 
has been the norm for RCSD since its inception, we are always on the 
lookout for materials for future issues. We appreciate all submissions: full-
blown individual articles with text, photos and/or illustrations; a series of 
articles which outline and describe in detail some project, concept, or other 
appropriate topic; single photographs which can be used for front and back 
covers or within the magazine itself. We also appreciate "leads," information 
which can lead us to obtaining substantive material for publication. These 
can be referrals to a specific person, URL, or news item. Additionally, we are 
always eager to hear readers' ideas for topics of interest. 

We are definitely looking forward to the possibilities for 2016!

Time to build another sailplane!
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Chuck Anderson, <chucka12@outlook.
com>, and I have been building and 
flying Chuck’s LilAn design for several 
years now. 

Chuck did a great job of coming up with 
an RES soaring model that handles and 
performs well. 

He’s always telling me that the first goal 
was to have good handling qualities. This 
is important to both of us since we’re 

“Senior flyers.” We need a model that will 
cruise and soar with lots of stability and 
good agility to stay with tight thermals 
and to get close to landing spots.

Ribs for the first four LilAns were stack 
cut (October 2015 RC Soaring Digest). 

Since I spent a number of years teaching 
computer aided design (CAD), I saw an 
opportunity to save time and improve 
accuracy of airfoil shapes. 

Modern CAD programs coupled with 
laser cutters can produce balsa and 
plywood parts with far more accuracy 
than any modeler can produce by hand 
cutting and sanding. 

The CAD system allowed me to create 
shapes in three dimensional space and 
check alignment and straightness to a 
degree of accuracy better than we can 
work to with balsa wood and hand tools. 

LASER 
CUT 
RIBS

Charlie Bair
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Lo-res screen grabs of the laser cut files:

1. LILAN PANEL 1 RIBS.dxf 
2. LILAN PANEL 2 RIBS.dxf 
3. LILAN TIP PANEL RIBS.dxf 
4. LilAn Root rib.dxf 
5. D tube stab cut file.dxf

1

2

3

4

5
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Airfoil shapes were plotted from data 
Chuck generates from an airfoil program 
he wrote years ago (September 2014 
RC Soaring Digest). Initially the airfoil 
shapes were plotted, and cut by hand 
and sanded to final shape. 

The CAD files can be used by laser 
cutters to cut parts to a high degree 
of accuracy at a reasonable cost. This 
is well worth the time savings and it 
produces a smooth cut that is ready for 
assembly. 

An interesting problem is that the balsa 
we typically buy for model construction 
is not finished to very accurate thickness 
—  1/16 inch balsa may vary by several 
100ths of an inch. This means that 
notches in ribs for example will not be 
an exact fit for sheeting that varies in 
thickness. Usually balsa sheet thickness 
is oversize by small amounts. Finish 
sanding solves this problem. 

LilAn 4, held by Chuck on the right in 
the photo, was the last one built with 
stack cut ribs while LilAn 6, on the left 
of the photo, was Charlie’s first LilAn 
built with laser cut ribs. They have well 
over a thousand flights between them 
and we have been unable to detect any 
differences in performance. 

These CAD cut files are available from 
the RC Soaring Digest web site: 

1. LILAN PANEL 1 RIBS.dxf
<http://www.rcsoaringdigest.com/
Supplements/Anderson_LilAn/01_LILAN_
PANEL_1_RIBS.dxf>

2. LILAN PANEL 2 RIBS.dxf 
<http://www.rcsoaringdigest.com/
Supplements/Anderson_LilAn/02_LILAN_
PANEL_2_RIBS.dxf>

3. LILAN TIP PANEL RIBS.dxf 
<http://www.rcsoaringdigest.com/
Supplements/Anderson_LilAn/03_LILAN_
TIP_PANEL_RIBS.dxf>

4. LilAn Root Rib.dxf 
<http://www.rcsoaringdigest.com/
Supplements/Anderson_LilAn/04_LilAn_
Root_Rib.dxf>

5. D tube stab cut file.dxf (Makes one 
stab set plus one wing tip.) 

<http://www.rcsoaringdigest.com/
Supplements/Anderson_LilAn/05_D-
tube_stab_cut_file.dxf>

For convenience, a single ZIPped file 
containing all of the above DXF files can 
be downloaded from the RC Soaring 
Digest web site by using this URL:

<http://www.rcsoaringdigest.com/
Supplements/Anderson_LilAn/LilAn_DXF.
zip> 

Two sets of Panels 1 and 2 ribs are cut 
from 3/32 inch balsa. These are required 
to complete one model.

One set of Tip Panel ribs cut from 1/16 
inch balsa is required. 

One set of root ribs cut from 1/16 inch 
plywood is required. 

D-tube stab parts are cut from 1/16 inch 
balsa and are an alternate stab using a 
D-tube leading edge. 

These files can be cut with a laser cutter. 
I use Bob Holman Plans. His web site 
is <http://www.bhplans.com> and his 
e-mail address is bhplans@aol.com. 

If you decide to order these files from 
Bob, he will already have a current copy. 
He has always done a nice job for us at 
a reasonable cost and he supplies good 
quality balsa. 

mailto:bhplans@aol.com
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The new Futaba 18SZ has arrived and 
with eight flight conditions it’s a radio 
suitable for F3X gliders.

Programming the radio and how to set 
up a model glider doesn’t differ for this 
radio compared to the earlier Futaba 
transmitters at the higher price range. 

It’s rather straight forward and this text 
describes one way to set up a glider with 
four wing servos. 

With Futaba there are almost always 
several ways of doing things. The T18SZ 
handles both Futaba transfer systems 
including the latest T-FHSS, although 
I recommend the FASSTest telemetry 
system for a glider. 

What makes the 18SZ shine compared to 
other Futaba transmitters are:

 •  It handles all Futaba systems including T-FHSS. The 18MZ 
doesn’t support that for the moment.

 • Eight flight conditions.

 • A colour display with good contrast in daylight.

T18SZ

Magnus Hedlund, magnus@maghed.se

a transmitter for gliders with 4 wing servos

 • Same sticks as the 18MZ.

 • A 2S LiFe battery with a balancing connector made for 
external charging.

 • The 930 gram transmitter balance very nice and flat with the 
neck-strap, and has a 180 degree adjustable antenna.
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The 18SZ has three basic menus, System-, Linkage- and 
Model-menu.

The system menu defines all the basic characteristics for 
transmitter.  It’s ideal to do the adjustments the first time the 
transmitter is used.

The linkage menu defines all the values for the new glider 
model. When proper done there is no reason to go back. The 
adjustments being made in this menu (except T1-T6) affect all 
flight conditions at the same time. It’s important to select the 
right model type (glider, wing, tail) because changing this at a 

later time resets all the adjustments done to default, i.e. it’s like 
starting all over again.

The model (glider) menu is where the pre-defined mixes 
are used. The mixes can be individually activated for all the 
flight conditions at the same time (Group = group) or only the 
selected condition (Group = single). There is also the possibility 
to define new mixes.

A good thing is to look at the servo monitor in the display to 
see what happens with the individual servo when setting-up the 
mixes.

In this text there will be eight flight conditions defined. They can be reduced depending on usage.

CRUISE  Normal cruising.      (Neutral camber position)
THERMAL  Right side slider, RS, adjusts the value   (Variable camber position down)
THERMAL2  Fixed position      (Camber position down)
DISTANCE  Fixed position      (Camber position up)
SPEED   Max speed       (Camber position more up)
LANDING   Used for landing phase     (Butterfly brake)
ZOOM   Used for tow- or winch-start during the zoom phase and the following climbing up to maximum height.
START  Start camber       (Camber position more down) or for a glider with motor, 
            allows the motor to run.)

Start with defining a new model, for example Glider-X, as a 
template for a glider with x-tail.

MODEL NAME = Glider-X

LINKAGE – FUNCTION     (channel, stick, trim)    
 1: ELEVATOR  J2 T2 Elevator (or V-tail) 
 2: RUDDER  J4 T4 Rudder (or V-tail) 
 3: AILERON  J1 T1 Left aileron 
 4: AILERON2  - - Right aileron 
 5: FLAP  - - Left flap 
 6: FLAP2  - - Right flap 
 7: MOTOR  LS - (Motor control) 
 8: AUX1  - -  

 9: AUX2  - -  
 10: AUX3  - -  
 11: AUX4  - -  
 12: AUX5  - -  
 13: AUX6  - -  
 14: AUX7  - -  
  15: BUTTERFLY J3 - Brake 
  16: CAMBER  RS - Camber
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LINKAGE – SUB TRIM  (Servo neutral position) 
 All 0% 

LINKAGE – SERVO REVERSE (Servo reverse) 
 All NORM   (MOTOR = REV)

LINKAGE – END POINT  (Max servo position) 
 ELE, RUD, AIL, AIL2: 135%, 100%, 100%, 135% 
 FLAP, FLP2:   155%, 140%, 140%, 155% (for max brake)

GLIDER – COND. SELECT  (Flight condition) 
          CONDIT1,  Rename to CRUISE (Lowest priority) 
  ADD CONDIT2,  Rename to THERMAL 
  ADD CONDIT3,  Rename to THERMAL2 
  ADD CONDIT4,  Rename to DISTANCE 
  ADD CONDIT5,  Rename to SPEED 
  ADD CONDIT6,  Rename to LANDING 
  ADD CONDIT7,  Rename to ZOOM 
  ADD CONDIT8,  Rename to START (Highest priority)

 START       Switch = ”SB”, ON down position 
  ZOOM    Switch = ”SB”, ON middle position 
  LANDING   Switch = ”J3”, Linear, ON = -90% 
  SPEED   Switch = Logic: ”SC” ON = up position AND ”SD” ON = up position 
  DISTANCE   Switch = ”SC” ON = up position 
  THERMAL2   Switch = Logic: ”SC”, ON = down position AND ”SF” ON = down position 
  THERMAL   Switch = ”SC”, ON = down position

LINKAGE – T1 T6 SETTING (Trim) 
 T2 = SEP   (Separate elevator trim for every flight condition. “SEP” needs to be set in all flight conditions) 
 Other = COMB  (Other trim levels common for all flight conditions)

GLIDER – AIL DIFF   (Aileron differential, Less angle down) 
     GROUP = group  (Single, if different mix wanted in conditions) 
      LEFT  RIGHT 
   AIL  100%  99%  
   AIL2  99%  100%  
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GLIDER – FLAP SETTING  (Flap neutral position with break stick J3 up, i.e. no beak) 
      GROUP = group 
     FLAP  FLAP2 
   UP  100%  100% (Don’t move) 
   DOWN 100%  100% (Don’t move) 
   OFFSET -40%  -40% (Neutral position)

GLIDER – AIL -> CAMB FLAP (Aileron to flap) 
   Menu 2: GROUP = group  (Single, if no mix wanted in some conditions) 
      STATUS = ON or INH (on or off) 
        LEFT  RIGHT 
     FLAP  30%  30%  
     FLAP2 30%  30%  

GLIDER – AIL -> RUD  (Aileron to rudder) 
   Menu 2: GROUP = group 
      STATUS = ON or INH (On or off) 
   Menu 1: RATE A = 40%  (One side) 
     RATE B = 40%  (Other side)

GLIDER – BUTTERFLY  (Brake) 
   Menu 1: GROUP = single  (If condition LANDING is defined 
      STATUS = ON   …then only in condition LANDING 
      STATUS = INH   …then in other conditions) 
     OFFSET = 8%          (Defines when braking stick J3 activate butterfly mix)

   Menu 2: AIL= 0%   AIL2 = 0%  (Aileron brake up) 
     FLAP = +140%  FLAP2= +140% (Flap brake down, with stick J3 at max break)

     ELEVATOR SETTING: (down compensation) 
     CURVE = Point  (These values need to be adjusted after first flights) 
   

POINT RATE 
   1 -152% 
   2 -140% 
   3 -135% 
   4 -125%

 

 5 -110% 
 6 -90% 
 7 -65% 
 8 -35% 

9 0% 
10 0% 
11 0% 
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   Menu 2: RATE 1 = 0% 
     RATE 2= 20% (Proper maximum down compensation)

GLIDER – TRIM MIX 1  (Fixed camber position for every flight condition) 
   GROUP = single 
    STATUS = INH  (Off in CRUISE and LANDING) 
    STATUS = ON  (On in the other flight conditions)

  AIL  AIL2  
   OFFSET 0%  0% (Set aileron position for every used condition) 
    FLAP  FLAP2  
  OFFSET 0%  0% (Set flap position for every used condition)

Type of wing, four servos

SETTING-UP A NEW GLIDER MODEL

Copy ”Glider-X” to a new memory position, select the model and change the name.

   1. Adjust elevator, rudder and ailerons to neutral position, LINKAGE – SUB TRIM

  Sticks and trims at zero position

   2. Adjust flaps to neutral position, GLIDER – FLAP SETTING 
   Offset-value    (Stick J3 at no brake, forward position)
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   3. Adjust maximum elevator up- and down travel, LINKAGE – END POINT 
   Travel value …%

   4. Adjust maximum rudder left- and right travel, LINKAGE - END POINT 
  Travel value …%

   5. Adjust maximum aileron up- and down travel, LINKAGE - END POINT (Set the same travel up and down) 
      Travel …%    (The differential between up and down is set in the AIL DIFF mix)

   6. Adjust aileron down, GLIDER – AIL DIFF 
     LEFT  RIGHT 
  AIL  100%     …% (Left aileron) 
  AIL2     …%  100% (Right aileron)

   7. Adjust flap up and down, GLIDER – AIL -> CAMB FLAP 
     LEFT  RIGHT 
  FLAP     ...%     ...% (Left flap) 
  FLAP2    ...%    …% (Right flap)

   8. Adjust butterfly with breaking stick J3 at max break, GLIDER – BUTTERFLY 
  AIL= …%  AIL2 = …%  (Aileron up) 
  FLAP = …%  FLAP2= …%  (Flap down)

   9. Adjust elevator compensation with breaking stick J3 at maximum brake, GLIDER – BUTTERFLY  ELE SETTING 
   RATE 1 = 0% 
  RATE 2= …%  (Set proper max down compensation)

 10. Adjust aileron to rudder mix, GLIDER - AIL -> RUD 
   RATE A = …%  (One side) 
  RATE B = …%  (Other side)

 11. Adjust actual camber position for the following flight conditions 
      THERMAL, THERMAL2, DISTANCE, SPEED, ZOOM and START, GLIDER – TRIM MIX 1 
     AIL  AIL2  
    OFFSET …%  …% (Aileron position) 
    FLAP  FLAP2  
    OFFSET …%  …% (Flap position) 
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 12. Adjust variable camber position for flight condition THERMAL:

  1. Right slider RS sets position. Check that RS is activated: 
      Linkage - Function: CH 16 ”CAMBER   RS”

  2. To activate the function: 
      Glider - Camber mix 
      GROUP = single, STATUS = ON for Flight condition THERMAL.

  3. Glider - Camber mix, Travel 
      Ail = Ail2 = +100 
      Flap = Flap2 = +100

  4. With RS at forward position there is no camber change. 
      Glider - Camber mix, Aileron (and Flap) 
      Rate A and Rate B = wanted max camber travel (example +5%) 
      Offset = - Rate B   (example -5%)

OTHER FUNCTIONS

Timer 2: 
   Switch SG – up position = zero 
                          SG – middle position = stop 
                          SG – down position = start

  LINKAGE – TIMER (Timer2) 
   00:00.0 
   MODE = Up 
   Reset switch, SG = On, Off, Off 
   Start switch, SG  = Off, Off, On 
   Stop switch, SG  = Off, On, Off

Beyond sub-trim: 
  To be able to set the servo neutral position outside the allowed sub trim window. 
  Use a ProgMix 
      (Example, to set the elevator neutral position)

  GLIDER – PROGRAM MIXES 
   Mode = Offset

   Offset mix menu 5: 
    INH = ON 
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   Mixing menu 1: 
       Slave = Elevator 
       Offset ON = ”To set elevator servo position”

Trim T5 as a global elevator trim:

Trim T2 is used for elevator trim, i.e. it changes the trim separate for all flight conditions. 
Trim T5 is used at the same time, but it changes the elevator trim in all (wanted) flight conditions simultaneously.

This trim T5 is useful, in CRUISE flight condition, to set the flight level quickly for a neutral flight, depending on wind or 
geographical position.

  LINKAGE – FUNCTION 
   Channel 14, Auxilary7, Control = ”- -”, Trim = ”T5”

  GLIDER – PROGRAM MIXES 
   Mode = Mixing

   Mixing menu 2: 
    INH = ON, Trim= ON 
    Master = Auxilary7 
    Slave = Elevator 
   Mixing menu 1: 
    Rate A = +100

    Rate B = +100

Compared to 14SG, both 18SZ and 18MZ lacks the Trim 
memory function. It’s very useful for setting the trim levels to 
zero without changing the trim positions. The firmware revision 
for the 18SZ is 1.3, and maybe a future update will have this.

The cons for the moment (with ver. 1.3) according to my 
experience, and what I’m missing, are:

 • Mixing of group/single in flight conditions.

 • Trim Memory function.

 • Dial monitor menu (to be able to set trim steps in “%”)

 • To be able to sort the model list.

 • Batch copying selected models at once to SD card (Backup).

As a summary the 18SZ lives up to my expectations for a new 
radio and the look-and-feel regarding programming is the 
same as it always has been with a Futaba transmitter: it’s very 
powerful. The way I have described setting-up a glider has 
been working for the Swedish F3J-team since 2010, and now 
we are looking forward to the WC 2016 in Slovenia.

Magnus Hedlund   
Team Sweden – F3J
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With the project for the HY4 four-seater 
aircraft, the German Aerospace Center 
(Deutsches Zentrum für Luft- und 
Raumfahrt; DLR) is taking another major 
step towards making zero-emission flying 
a reality – the HY4 will be the world’s first 

four-passenger aircraft powered solely 
by a hydrogen fuel cell battery system. 

“With the HY4, we want to bring 
electromobility to the air, demonstrating 
the feasibility of this technology and 
identifying specific fields of application 

in passenger transport,” explained DLR 
Coordinator of Electrical Aviation Josef 
Kallo, during the official presentation of 
the project at the International Trade Fair 
World of Energy Solutions on 12 October 
2015 in Stuttgart.

HY4 four-passenger 
fuel cell aircraft
http://www.dlr.de/dlr/en/desktopdefault.aspx/tabid-10081/151_read-15429/year-all/
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High-tech power train with 
a hybrid system
For clean, quiet, energy-efficient and safe 
flights, the researchers at the Stuttgart-
based DLR Institute of Engineering 
Thermodynamics rely on a special 
hybrid system: the main power source 
is a low-temperature Proton Exchange 
Membrane (PEM)  fuel cell. This converts 
the hydrogen and oxygen in the tank 
into water and electrical energy. During 
cruise flight, the fuel cell continuously 
supplies the electric motor with durable 
and reliable power. A high-performance 
lithium battery covers peak power loads 
during take-off and when climbing 
altitude.

The HY4’s electric motor has an output of 
80 kW and allows for a maximum speed 
of approximately 200 kilometres per hour 
and a cruising speed of 145 kilometres 
per hour. Depending on velocity, altitude 
and load, a range of between 750 and 
1500 kilometres is possible. The most 
striking feature of the HY4 is the two 
fuselages, which are firmly connected 
to each other by the wing. This twin 
fuselage design allows an optimal 
distribution of the drive components and 
a higher total loading capacity. Each one 
can seat two occupants. The maximum 
weight of the HY4 is 1500 kilograms.

Flying emission-free, faster, 
higher and further
“The major scientific challenge of the 
project is to maximise the performance, 
efficiency and reliability of the drive 
system step by step and test it for 
use as a passenger transportation 
vehicle,” summarises Kallo. Firstly, 
DLR researchers will design the drive 
train and install it in the aircraft. The 
first flight of the HY4 is planned for the 
summer of 2016 at Stuttgart Airport. 
The development of the drive system is 
based on DLR’s extensive aviation and 
energy research activities in the areas 

of batteries, fuel cells and hydrogen 
technology.

Electric Air Taxis – regional 
transport as an entry 
scenario
In particular, the DLR researchers see 
application possibilities in European 
regional traffic. “Our goal is to use 
aircraft such as the HY4 as an Electric 
Air Taxi to connect destinations more 
flexibly and offer faster alternatives to 
existing routes and means of transport,” 
said Kallo, explaining a possible 
scenario. Electric drives are well suited 
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for shorter distances due to their low 
noise and emission levels, as well as their 
capability to take off and land on short 
runways thanks to their high torque. With 
more than 60 regional and international 
airports, Germany has a well-developed, 
extensively distributed network and 
already possesses the appropriate 
infrastructure for the implementation of 
this approach. André Thess, Director 
of the DLR Institute of Engineering 
Thermodynamics stressed: “The HY4 
four-seat electric aircraft perfectly 
matches our strategy to develop 
synergies between electromobility on the 
road and in the air.”

The HY4 project partners
Under the auspices of the DLR Institute 
of Engineering Thermodynamics, which 
is responsible for the overall integration 
of the power train, the following partners 
have joined forces to achieve the world’s 
first fuel cell passenger aircraft: the 
fuel cell manufacturer Hydrogenics, 
the aircraft manufacturer Pipistrel, the 
University of Ulm as a scientific partner, 
as well as Stuttgart Airport  as the home 
airport for the HY4. The DLR spin-off 
H2FLY will operate the HY4 and will be 
responsible for the certification process.

Contacts:
Denise Nüssle
German Aerospace Center (DLR)
Corporate Communications Stuttgart
Tel.: +49 711 6862-8086
Fax: +49 711 6862-636
Denise.Nuessle@dlr.de

Dr.-Ing. Josef Kallo
German Aerospace Center (DLR)
Institute of Technical Thermodynamics, 
Electrochemical Energy Technology
Tel.: +49 711 6862-672
Fax: +49 711 6862-747
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I averted a tragedy last Friday...

Most club members who know me will 
agree that I am fairly pedantic (to put 
it mildly) when it comes to pre-flight 
checks. It was drilled into me by my late 
father, who was a pilot instructor in the 
airforce and taught me to fly at a very 
early age. 

“The flight starts the moment you walk 
towards your plane. Count the wings. 
The wind may have blown one off. Count 
the engines. A mechanic may have 
removed one. Count the prop blades 
etc, etc...It doesn’t matter if it is your first 
flight of the day, or the second or third. 
You MUST do your pre-flight before 
every flight.” So some of that stayed with 
me when I started RC flying. 

Last Friday I was getting my e-Bird of 
Time ready for the second flight. 

pre-flight ritual
Rene Wallage

rene_wallage@yahoo.com

Pre-flight, no launch, no landing.
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The first flight was uneventful, but there 
wasn’t much thermal activity at that time 
of the morning (08:00). So the second 
flight, about 45 minutes later, should see 
more thermals. 

I go through my ritual, pulling on the 
elevator and rudder to see they are still 
attached, wings are still there, wing bolts 
haven’t loosened up, switch transmitter 
on, check transmitter voltage, switch on 
receiver, check voltage (seperate receiver 
battery), connect motor pack, listen for 
the correct music from the ESC. 

Wiggle sticks, all surfaces move. 

Now move stick slowly left, then slowly 
right. Rudder should move smoothly left 
and right (and it did). If it doesn’t, a tooth 
in the servo gear may be broken. 

Move elevator slowly up, it did. Move 
elevator slowly down, it started then 
stopped, and then jumped further down. 

Tried again, same result. I opened the 
rear hatch (elevator servo in the tail), and 
oh dear... the servo that was epoxy glued 
into place had come loose. 

Would I have just “wiggled the sticks” 
like so many pilots do, surely I would 
have launched without control over the 
elevator, with disastrous results. 

Thanks Dad!

No pre-flight, launch, no landing.
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I have a hundred spray cans on various 
shelves here and there and I’ve been 
needing a spray paint rack for years. 

I finally built one. 

I had some 3/8” dowels, an 8 ft. piece of 
1" x 6" and a piece of scrap paneling.  

It took about 35 minutes to make, but 
30+ years to get around to it. 

The illustrations on the right are concept 
drawings which show the finished 
product and a blow-up depicting how the 
various parts go together.

The first step was to cut the 1" x 6" in 
half and clamp the two pieces together.

Tom’s
ips

A very simple spray paint rack

Tom Broeski, T&G Innovations LLC, tom@adesigner.com

Concept drawings which show the finished 
product and a blow-up depicting how the 
various parts go together.
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I measured down a couple inches and drew a line across the 
board at 45 degrees. See Photo 1.

Then I measured down 4 1/2” and drew a second line.  I did this 
a total of 10 times for the boards I had. See Photos 2 and 3.

I then came in 2 1/2" from the back and 3/4" from the front of 
the board and marked the drill spot.

Photo 1 Photo 2

Photo 3
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Drilled (20) 3/8" holes, stuck in the 
dowels, put both sides together, 
found a scrap piece of paneling and 
screwed it to the back. See Photo 4.

Stuck in some paint cans. See 
Photo 5.

You could put a couple of wheels on 
the back corners so you can roll it 
when tilted back.

Photo 4 Photo 5
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Thanks to the graciousness of Charlie Morey, we’ve 
been given the opportunity to create a PDF archive of 
Slope Soaring News <http://www.rcsoaringdigest.com/
SlopeSoaringNews/>.

For those not familiar with Slope Soaring News, SSN was 
Charlie’s brainchild which enjoyed a run of twenty issues in 
the late 1980s. The first issue was published in September 
of 1988, and the last issue was dated June/July 1990. During 
nearly two years of publication, SSN enjoyed quite a following. 
Manufacturers, flying sites, aerobatic skills, personalities, 
and everything else related to slope soaring was covered. 
Particular issues of SSN are sometimes mentioned within 
the RCGroups web site, the RC Soaring Exchange e-mail 
list, and other venues, but very few people are aware of 
SSN’s existence, and tracking down specific articles is nearly 
impossible.

Because of this lack of availability, we contacted Charlie and 
have received permission to create a PDF archive of all twenty 
issues of Slope Soaring News here on the RC Soaring Digest 
web site.

The second issue of Slope Soaring News, October 1988, is 
reprinted on the following pages. 

The two major articles in this issue are Kite Hill (the site of 
the month), and Power Scale Soaring with a number of kit 
suppliers mentioned. Smaller articles on elliptical dihedral, 
Gary Everett’s Pressure, Ray-Jay’s 7-channel, 10-plane 
memory, 16-subchannel, and 14-mixes transmitter, the ATRCS 
modification for Airtronics transmitters, Harry Finch’s anhedral 
sloper, Rich Spicer’s Synergy III, and a bunch of letters to the 
editor complete the 16 pages of this issue.
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Gordy,

It is very satisfying to see and read something by someone 
who knows how to tell it like it is! Your article in the latest 
RCSD (October 2015) was right on point and really was well 
presented. 

As you remember, we both were among those who weren’t 
blessed with expensive magic flying machines in the old days. 
We all had to learn from our own experiences and failures 
and THAT was the real secret of our wonderful sport. I’ve 
lost the old fire in the belly, being over 84 now, but I still lie in 
my cave and look up at the twenty or so 1st place trophies 
that hold up my wall, as well as the four very special grand 
champion plaques, won when I somehow eaked out victories 
over some of the most wonderful and helpful friends that any 
competitor could ever wish to be associated with. They are 
my time machines. Anyone who has never been an LSFer will 
never know how much they have missed. And RCSD magazine 
has been there all along, educating all of us through all these 
adventures for more years than some of us easily admit to 
counting.

I’ve gone through the quarter scale aerotow thing, building 
my 1:2.9  ASK-18 and my Slingsby Dart from scratch. I’ve 
even got a Phantom FC-40 quad, ( although I know that things 
without long wings really never can fly - it is just an illusion! ). 

I’ve been blessed with countless hours, flying with guys 
and girls from the likes of you Gordy, the Mrliks, Barb and Bob 
Robinson (Remember the all-women “WINGS” - Women In 
National Glider Soaring), Otto Heithecker and Dan Pruss, Cal 
Posthuma, Don Harris, Earle Latimer, Joe Wurtz, the Jeffries, 
Royes Salmon, Gordy Pearson, Bob Steele, Dick Proseus, 
Bob Champine, Ken Bates and Pat Flinn and well over half of 
the rest of the 136-plus LSF -5 Achievers, all who have really 
slipped the surly bonds together. 

Thanks for everything, everybody. The pleasure has been 
mostly mine! 

LIFT !

John Vennerholm, LSF #1291, (LSF-V # 51)

A Letter from an RCSD Reader




